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Northern State University 
 

EPSY 302: Educational Psychology 
EPSY 327: Child and Adolescent Development 

 
 
Concept on Praxis: Human Development in the Physical, Social, Emotional, Moral, 
Speech/language, and Cognitive Domains: Contributions of important theorists, major progressions 
in each developmental domain  
 
Concepts addressed in these courses: characteristics of the stages of child and adolescent 
development  
 
Specifically, student should review: 
 
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) 
 
Freud’s Psychosexual Stages 
 
Oral   (age: 0-1) Pleasure centers on the mouth-- sucking, biting, chewing                 
Anal    (age: 1-3) Pleasure focuses on bowel and bladder elimination    
Phallic (age: 3-6) Pleasure zone is the genitals; coping with incestuous sexual feelings 
Latency (6 to puberty) Dormant sexual feelings 
Genital   (puberty on) Maturation of sexual interests 
 
Jean Piaget (1896-1980) 
 
Stages of cognitive development 
 Sensorimotor (birth to 2 years) 
  Develop an understanding of object permanence 
 Preoperational (2 to 7 years) 
  Develop an understanding that symbols represent objects egocentered 
 Concrete Operational (7 to 11 years) 
  Reversibility of operations 
  Need to use objects or everyday examples to understand concepts 
 Formal Operational (11 years to adulthood) 
  Able to visualize problems or situations 
  Able to use abstract representations  
 
Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934) 
 
Cognitive development, especially language development 
 Zone of proximal development 
Tasks that an individual is almost capable of doing independently and can perform with support 
from peer or adults  
 Scaffolding 
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Providing support during the early stages of learning, gradually providing the learner with the 
opportunity to independently perform the tasks 
 
Erik Erikson (1902-1994) 
 
Erikson’s Stages of Psychosocial Development  
 
Infancy  Trust vs. Mistrust           If needs are dependably met, infants 
(0-1)                             develop a sense of basic trust. 
  
Early Childhood Autonomy vs. Shame    Children learn to control themselves, or   
                               they doubt their abilities.  
 
Play Age  Initiative vs. Guilt          Children learn to initiate tasks 
(3-6 years)                   and carry out plans, or they feel 
                                guilty about efforts to be independent. 
 
School Age  Competence vs.     Children learn the pleasure of applying 
(6 years-  Inferiority                themselves to tasks, or they feel  
puberty)                    inferior.   
 
Adolescence     Identity vs. Role    Teenagers work at refining a sense of self by 
(teens into         Confusion      testing roles and then integrating them to  
20’s)          form a single identity, or they become 
          confused about who they are.   
  
Young Adult      Intimacy vs.      Young adults struggle to form close relation-  
(20’s to early     Isolation       ships and to gain the capacity for intimate  
40’s)           love, or they feel socially isolated. 
 
Adulthood         Generativity vs.      The middle-aged discover a sense of contri- 
(40’s to 60’s)      Stagnation       buting to the world, usually through family 
          and work, or they may feel a lack of purpose. 
 
Mature Age          Integrity vs.      When reflecting on his or her life, the older 
(late 60’s and       Despair                 adult may feel a sense of satisfaction or 
up)          failure.    
 
Lawrence Kohlberg (1927-1987) 
 
Moral Reasoning 
 I Preconventional Level 
  Rules are set down by others 
 II Conventional Level 
Individual adopts rules and will sometimes subordinate own needs to those of the group 
 III Postconventional Level 
People define values in terms of ethical principles they have chose to follow 


